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English-speaking boaters who travel to French-speaking countries. FRENCH FOR CRUISERS
addresses the needs of long-distance sailors, professional crew, as well as charterers and holiday
travelers to the Caribbean or the waterways of France.
The book is targeted to readers who don’t know any French. However, FRENCH FOR CRUISERS is
also very useful to those who are fluent in French but lack a knowledge of boating and mechanical
vocabulary. Businesses are also finding FRENCH FOR CRUISERS quite useful. Until now, there hasn’t
been an easy-to-use source for mechanical and marine terms to help businesses that sell to
French-speaking yachtsmen. Its format makes it a handy addition to the sales or parts desk.
Readers of Kathy Parsons’ previous book SPANISH FOR CRUISERS: BOAT REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
PHRASE BOOK, which is similar in format, have eagerly awaited the arrival of FRENCH FOR CRUISERS.

General
description:

This practical, easy-to-use guide is a boater’s French-English phrase book and nautical dictionary
all in one. Whether your boating plans include the Caribbean, French Polynesia, Mediterranean, or
the canals of France, FRENCH FOR CRUISERS gives you the tools to communicate.

Features and
Benefits:

1. Targeted to boaters:
 Contains 28 topics specifically geared to boaters’ needs. There are chapters on general
subjects such as pronunciation, basic conversation, shopping, numbers, money and time, as
well as issues specific to boaters such as emergencies at sea, radio communication, docking,
weather, marine parts and hardware, boat repair, and fishing and diving,
 Numerous sailors, pleasure boaters and marine workers have contributed their expertise so
that FRENCH FOR CRUISERS reflects the vocabulary that is actually used in the areas they will
visit.
 The material and layout draw on the author’s previous book SPANISH FOR CRUISERS, which has
become a standard among boaters in Spanish-speaking countries. Readers of SPANISH FOR
CRUISERS contributed their experiences to the design of FRENCH FOR CRUISERS. The format has
been field-tested by boaters over several years.
 Many useful tips and cultural notes teach you to communicate effectively in the typical
situations boaters face.
2. Easy to use even if you don’t know a word of French:
 Every word and phrase is accompanied by its pronunciation so that readers can pronounce the
word correctly and be understood. Even readers with a rudimentary knowledge of French
pronunciation will find it handy to confirm that their pronunciation is correct.
 Quick reference guide inside the front cover helps you find the phrase you need fast. The
Quick Reference also serves as a bookmark.
 “A picture is worth a thousand words.” Many detailed diagrams allow you to quickly point to the
hardware or boat part needed. The illustrations will help you find material quickly.
 One topic per page means you don’t shuffle through the book and lose your place.
 Completely indexed in English and French so you can find the word you want quickly.
 Spiral binding allows the book to lie flat so you don’t lose your place.
 The compact size, spiral binding and wrap-around cover makes the book durable and
convenient to carry with you.

About the
Author:

Kathy Parsons has been a sailor, teacher and world traveler for more than 15 years. Author of the
popular SPANISH FOR CRUISERS, She teaches language skills to boaters in ports where boaters
congregate. Her wide-ranging teaching experience includes organizing adult literacy classes,
teaching English, and providing customized computer training to businesses and government
agencies in the United States. Both SPANISH FOR CRUISERS and FRENCH FOR CRUISERS benefit from
her extensive experience making complex topics easy to understand and apply. She has served in
the Peace Corps and has degrees from Harvard University and the University of Texas.

Editorial
Reviews

Cruising World
“A logical follow-up to SPANISH FOR CRUISERS, Parsons’ new book provides all cruisers need to know
when communicating boating-related basics in French – dealing with customs, negotiating with
mechanics, and the other usual challenges... The comprehensive, handy format makes the book a
great resource for sailors headed to French-speaking places."
Sail Magazine
“Repairing or maintaining a boat in an unknown port is frustrating enough without having to cope
with a language barrier. The new phrase book and pronunciation guide FRENCH FOR CRUISERS can
help even beginners navigate a francophone port with sailing vocabulary designed to help you deal
with customs, radio communications, grocery shopping, and even an engine overhaul.”
Latitudes and Attitudes
“Someday we’ll wonder how we ever sailed without it ... Her book, SPANISH FOR CRUISERS was a
smash and has become a standard on cruising boats in Spanish speaking countries. I know that this
book, FRENCH FOR CRUISERS will be on boats sitting right there next to it.”
Caribbean Compass
“This is more than a truncated phrase book: FRENCH FOR CRUISERS delves into nuances of the
French culture which make learning to truly communicate in French much more rewarding than
simply reciting numbers and words. ... This is the book that everyone who is cruising the French
Islands is talking about - and using.”
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Website:
To contact the
author:

www.frenchforcruisers.com
The quickest way to reach Kathy Parsons is to email her at kathy@frenchforcruisers.com
Or write to Kathy Parsons, 4510 FM 318, Hallettsville, TX 77964, USA.
telephone: (361) 798-4159; fax: (928) 832-2066.

Need help?

If you need French-speaking materials or a quick-reference to accompany an article or feature,
please contact Kathy Parsons. She would be happy to tailor materials to your needs.

